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Outlook
Reconstruction steps common to electrons and photons

•L1 em objects
•Regional Ecal unpacking and Ecal rechit reconstruction
•Super Cluster sequence

Electron trigger steps
•Electron Hcal isolation
•Pixel seeding for trackin
•Electron track reconstruction
•Electron track isolation

Photon trigger steps
•Ecal isolation
•Photon Hcal isolation
•Photon Track isolation

(some ideas for the Egamma HLT commissioning)

Summary
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The L1 for e/gamma

The L1 trigger identifies, for each events, em objects that are classified as
isolated and non isolated.
The four highest et em objects of the isolated and non isolated groups are
kept.

L1 em objects are found with a sliding 3x3 TriggerTower window

ET = ET hit + ET max neighbour
For the central TT: FineGrain + H/E < Th

Additional requirements for the em isolated:
 FineGrain + H/E < Th for all the 9 TT
Quiet corner

FineGrain

H/E is not applied if H<3GeV or E <3 GeV or E>60GeV
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Regional Ecal unpacking and
rechit reconstruction

Regional Ecal unpacking:

•Selection of the FEDs to be unpacked around L1 em objects ( both isolated
and non isolated)

•Unpacking of the FEDs from the previous selection that have not been
already unpacked by other triggers.

•Produce ecal uncalibrated-rechits (energy in each single crystals) using a
weighted sum of the 10 samples of the pulse shape.

•Apply the calibration constants for each single crystal.

•Merge the collection of the newly produced rechits with the ecal rechits
already produced by other paths. This merged collection is then used to
build the super clusters.

How often should we update the calibration constants ?
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Super Clusters reconstruction
Presently three clustering algorithms exist :
Hybrid (barrel), Island(endcap barrel), Multi5x5(new for the endcap).

The clustering algorithm in HLT are the same as the ones in offline, but the
Egamma HLT has specific cluster producers applying the algorithms to the
rechit in a η−φ rectangular region (0.3 x 0.4 for the Island, 0.14 x 0.4 for the
Hybrid) around the L1 em candidates.

The SC in the endcaps are then corrected adding the energy deposited in the
preshower in the ηφ region corresponding to the SC.

Relevant (configurable) parameters of the cluster algorithms are the ET of the
seeds (single crystals) and the ηφ size of the searching region.

For timing reasons different SC collections are produced for L1 isolated and
L1 non isolated em candidates. The HLT paths named isolated will look only
to the ones starting from L1 isolated, while the HLT paths named relaxed will
merge the two SC collections.
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SuperClusters reconstruction (II)

Recently the offline reconstruction moved to the Multi5x5 for the endcaps. We will investigate
the possibility to move also the egamma HLT to use the same reconstruction as in the offline.
(Island cluster should be maintained anyway for ecal isolation).

The SC position is obtained with a log(E) weighted position of each crystal of the
SC. This is meant to give the impact position on ecal for a non radiating particle.

The SC energy is then corrected as in the offline with a scaling function that
depends on the extension of the SC, on its ET and η : Fcorr = f1(σφ/ση) x f2(ET,η).
The size of the f2 correction is about 1%, while f1 can vary up to 10% (1% on
average). The correction is empirical and it has been derived from MC and test
beam data.
In this development phase we should keep the SC correction updated with the
offline.

The SC reconstruction procedure is quite robust. A fine tuning of the parameter
with real data to obtain the best energy resolution will be needed  but should not be
critical for the HLT.
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•L1 seeds

•Ecal regional unpacking and SCs

•η−φ matching of SC with L1
candidates firing the L1 seeds

•ET  cut

•Electron Hcal isolation

•Pixel seeding

•Electron track reconstruction

•Electron track isolation (ΣpT /PT
ele)

The electron trigger path

Common to e/γ

Speci
fic 

to ele
ctro

ns
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Hcal Isolation
Hcal isolation is evaluated as the sum of the ET of Hcal rechit (excluding
HO) in a cone around the SC position.
Configurable parameters are :
•the cone size (R=0.15)
•the minimum ET of hcal rechits (presently 0) to be included in the sum.

The candidates are then filtered by the criteria :
isol < Th1 OR isol/ET < Th2 OR isol/ET

2 < Th3
(presently Th1 = 3 GeV, Th2 = 0.05, Th3 = 0)

The HCAL isolation has high efficiency on the signal (W→eν, Z→ee) but
it also has a small rejection on the background, probably due to the
requirements on hcal energy already imposed by the L1.

The values of the parameters were deduced from studies for the DAQ
TDR, an optimization may be needed with the new software.
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Pixel seeding
The pixel-seeding looks for hits in the pixel detector
compatible with the SC energy/direction.
At least two hits out the 3 pixel layers are requested for the
barrel.
At first the expected electron trajectory is estimated with an
helix according to the SC energy and position (and nominal
BS position), both charge hypothesis are checked.
A first hits is required in a Δφ1 asymmetric windows without
a z constraint (Δz1 = ± 15cm). Then the trajectory is
propagated using the SC energy and the found hit to the next layer and a second hit is
searched for in much smaller Δφ2 - Δz2 windows.
In the endcaps the Δz2 is replaced by Δr and starting from CMSSW_2_0_0 the search for
seeds in the endcaps is extended to the first SiStrip layer (optional in the cfg).

Tight windows ( Δφ1 =-15,+25 mrad,  Δφ2 = ±1 mrad, Δz2= ±0.5 mm) give high rejection
(~15) on MB and a seeding efficiency of about 87% on W→eν events (ET > 15 GeV), but
tight windows require an aligned detector and the knowledge of the BS position.

The code for the pixel seeding is common to the offline and maintained in the offline package.
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Pixel seeding (II)
The pixel seeding is the fundamental step of the electron trigger sequence
giving most of the rejection, but in the default configuration it is highly
affected by misalignment and BS uncertainty. In order to make it robust
we need to increase the windows sizes. Different windows sizes are in
place for the start up.

Type of ele       Δφ1 (mrad)     Δφ2 (mrad)     Δz2 (cm)     Relative rate increase  
Standard             15-25            ±1                ±0.05                    1
StartUp               15-25            ±5                ±0.06                   ~3 
Large                  30-45           ±10               ±0.20                   ~5

A detailed measurement of the rates in the different configuration and of the
effect of the extension to the SiStrip in the endcaps needs to be performed
(CSA08 data).
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Pixel seeding (III)
From CMSSW_21X for the offline electrons a different procedure is
adopted. Pixel seeds are built using the default seeding algorithm for
tracking, then only seeds with the hits compatible with the SC are kept
(same Δφ1, Δφ2, Δz2 as before) .
The performance of this approach should be equivalent to the previous one
(still the seed momentum estimation is different).

The advantage of this approach is that it uses the default tracker code and it
easily allows to build seeds from different configurations (e.g. SiStrip
seeds, but the windows needs to be tuned).
At the moment the two possibility can be selected in the configuration, for
the second one a small modification to the trigger sequence is required
(adding a pixelVertex before electron seeding).

This new approach seems feasible in terms of timing also in the HLT, but
detailed studies are needed.
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Electron track reconstruction
The electron track is reconstructed from the seeds using the standard code for
the Kalman filter algorithm. Standard track reconstruction parameters (e.g.
#hits, chi2) are presently used, this may need a modification.

The efficiency of the track reconstruction step is about 98% (W→eν), and
does not gives a sizeable rejection on the background.

In a small fraction of events multiple electrons may be built from the same
SC. At the moment we do not resolve this ambiguity and we do not check
that electrcons in the last step of the di-electron paths comes from different
SCs. The impact of this on the rate is very small and the ambiguity can be
resolved offline if needed.

For the startup double-electron path without the track reconstruction are in
place (only pixel seeding is required). We may introduce also single electron
paths without electron tracking (presently no E vs P cuts are applied).
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Tracks isolation for electrons
A regional seeding is performed for the track reconstruction of the tracks
for isolation: seeds are searched for using the pixel hits in a
“RectangularEtaPhiTrackingRegion” with a z constraint from the
electron track.
The beam spot  information is also used when defining the region but it is
not crucial given the size of the region.
From the pixels seeds standard tracks are built
(RegionalpixelSeeds⇒CkfTrackCandidate⇒ctfWithMaterialTracks)

Standard offline tracking code (and settings) is used to build the seeds
and the tracks.
The size of the seeding region is configurable. It should be large enough
not to affect the results of the track isolation algorithm while reducing the
time needed for the tracks reconstruction (a fine tuning is not crucial).
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Tracks isolation for electrons (II)
The isolation is obtained as the sum of the pT of the tracks in an annular
(0.02<R<0.2) region around the electron direction, with a Δz (1mm)
constrain from the electron track. Only those tracks with pT > 1.5 GeV are
considered in the sum.
Configurable parameters are:
•the size of the annular region
•the  Δz
•the minimal pT of the tracks

The candidates are then filtered by the criteria : isol/ET < Th (0.06).
Additional quality criteria for the tracks to be included in the sum could be
applied (not investigated).
Presently the track isolation gives a rejection factor ~3 on the background
with a 96% efficiency on the W→eν.

Paths with looser or without track isolation are introduced for the startup
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Other possible selections
Currently none of the offline EleId criteria is applied at the HLT and no E vs P
selection is used.
One of the advantage of applying some of the EleId criteria is that they should
not affect the HLT efficiency w.r.t offline electrons (still different tracking
algorithms are used: GSF offline, KF online).

W →eν
BG std ET th (15 GeV)
BG low ET th (~10 GeV)

Promising variables from preliminary
studies seems to be the Δη and Δφ between
the SC and the electron track, the E3x3/E5x5
and the cluster shape variable σηη.
This variables are quite stable with respect
to misaligment and miscalibration.
Introducing the EleId selection in HLT may
not be necessary at the startup but we
should be ready to study this possibility.
Presently a Δη−Δφ filter exists but it is not applied
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Electron paths for the startup
Triggers for 2 1030 cm-2s-1

1 SC ET > 25 GeV,  
2 SCs ET > 10 GeV 
1 electron, LargeWindows, no isolation, ET > 15 GeV

Triggers for 2 1031 cm-2s-1

(1 SC ET > 40 GeV)
2 SCs ET > 20 GeV

1 ele, ET > ~15 GeV, StartUpWindows, loose isolation
1 ele, ET > ~18 GeV, StartUpWindows, no isolation
1 ele, ET > ~18 GeV, LargeWindows, loose isolation
2 ele, ET > ~10 GeV, LargeWindows, only PM, no isolation

(1 ele, ET>15 GeV, LargeWindows, no isolation + 1 additional SC ET>10 GeV)
Additional prescaled triggers for electron and photon at lower ET

The above thresholds may need to be adjusted (already after CSA08) during real data
taking ⇒ have different triggers ready in confDB
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•L1 seeds

•Ecal regional unpacking and SCs

•η−φ matching of SC with L1
candidates firing the L1 seeds

•ET  cut

•Photon Ecal isolation

•Photon Hcal isolation

•Electron track isolation (# tracks)

The photon trigger path

Common to e/γ

Speci
fic 

to photon
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Ecal isolation
Given a SC candidate the isolation in Ecal is obtained by summing the
transverse energy of all the Island Basic Cluster in a cone around the candidate
position. The basic clusters matching (ηφ matching) the clusters of the
candidate SC are not considered in the sum.
Configurable parameters are :
•the cone size (R=0.3)
•the minimum ET of Ecal BC (presently 0) to be included in the sum.

The candidates are then filtered by the criteria :
isol < Th1 OR isol/ET < Th2 OR isol/ET

2 < Th3
(presently Th1 = 1.5 GeV, Th2 = 0.05, Th3 = 0)
The Ecal isolation gives a rejection ~2.5 on the background, for an ET cut of 30
GeV.

The values of the parameters were deduced from studies for the DAQ TDR, an
optimization may be needed with the new software.
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Hcal Isolation
Similarly to the electron paths  the Hcal isolation for photon is evaluated as
the sum of the ET of Hcal rechit (excluding HO) in a cone around the SC
position.
Configurable parameters are :
•the cone size (R=0.3)
•the minimum ET of hcal rechits (presently 0) to be included in the sum.

The candidates are then filtered by the criteria :
isol < Th1 OR isol/ET < Th2 OR isol/ET

2 < Th3
(presently Th1 = 6/4 GeV (barrel/endcap), Th2 = 0.05, Th3 = 0)
The photon Hcal isolation has a rejection ~1.7 on the background.

The values of the parameters were deduced from studies for the DAQ TDR,
an optimization may be needed with the new software.
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Track isolation for photons
As for the electron isolation a regional seeding is performed for the track
reconstruction but without a z constraint. From the pixels seeds standard tracks
are built (RegionalpixelSeeds⇒CkfTrackCandidate⇒ctfWithMaterialTracks).
The isolation is obtained as the number of the tracks in an cone around the
photon direction. Only those tracks with pT > 1.5 GeV are considered.
Configurable parameters are:
•the radius of the cone
•the minimal pT of the tracks

The candidates are then filtered by the criteria : #tracks < Th.
Single Photon paths require #tracks=0, while double photon paths require
#tracks < 3 to keep converted photons.
Additional quality criteria for the tracks to be included in the sum could be
applied (not investigated).
Presently the track isolation gives a rejection factor ~2.
Paths with looser or without track isolation are introduced for the startup
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Photon paths for at the startup

Triggers for 2 1030 cm-2s-1

1 SC ET > 25 GeV,  
2 SCs ET > 10 GeV 
1 photon ET > 20 GeV, loose isolation

Triggers for 2 1031 cm-2s-1

1 photon ET > 30 GeV, loose isolation
1 photon ET > 20 GeV, isolated
1 SC ET > 40 GeV
2 SC ET >20 GeV

Additional prescaled triggers for photons at lower ET

The above thresholds will need to be adjusted for the real data taking ⇒ have different
triggers (different ET thresholds, different isolation) ready in confDB
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Egamma HLT commissioning
Guidelines from the egamma POG for the startup luminosity period:
being as relaxed as possible in selecting electrons in the ET region that is
supposed to be used for L=1032 cm-2 s-1

.
This means having loose or no isolation cuts and using large windows for
the pixel-seeding.
Lower priority is given to exploring the lower ET region.

Most of what will be triggered as electrons will be fake

We can easily use the data taken at L=2 1030 cm-2 s-1 to study the rate
dependence on selections.

Need to select offline a sample with a relatively high electron purity.
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Egamma HLT commissioning
Many issues are common to e/gamma HLT and e/gamma offline reconstruction ⇒ define a
common strategy to measure the performance of the electron selections.
It is also important to study the efficiency of the trigger for the offline reconstructed electrons
with the different cut based eleId.

Offline selection of the Z→ee will provide an electron sample with high purity to measure
the trigger efficiency (CMS AN-2007/019). 
Selecting  Z→ee with a single electron trigger gives an unbiased sample, it is possible to add
a minimal requirement of two SC to reduce the rate of a single electron trigger with loose
selections.

We should also study other techniques to estimate the trigger performances and tune the
selections:
•Study the variation of the rates vs the selection and the rejection of the selection vs the ET
threshold ?
• W→eν (missing ET + SC or missing ET + offline ele ) ?
• Electrons from heavy quarks ? (not isolated but may be useful to tune the  pixel-seeding
windows)
• electrons from J/Ψ ?
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Summary
The electron trigger paths are characterized by the high rejection given by
pixels seeding, requiring high compatibility of the pixel hits with the
trajectory expected from the SC (Δφ Δz  windows). This is the most
critical part and and needs to be robust w.r.t  startup misalignment and
uncertainty on the BS position.
For this reason pixels seeding with larger matching windows are put in
place, their rate should be sustainable at the startup.

Hcal isolation is not much effective in reducing the background.
Tight track isolation gives a rejection ~3, but it can be largely loosened at
the startup still keeping a reasonable rejection (~2).

It is worth to investigate other variables ( taken from the offline EleId) to
reduce the rate of the single electron trigger.

We should prepare asymmetric double trigger (2electrons with different
cuts, one electron and one SC), and “double from single L1 seeds” paths.
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Summary

The photon paths rely on isolation to reduce the background.
Ecal isolation gives a rejection ~2.5
Hcal isolation gives a rejection ~1.7
The track isolation cuts in the number of tracks around the photon
candidate, and the single photon paths are supposed to reject converted
photons (this can be relaxed at the startup).
Track isolation gives a rejection ~ 2

The Ecal and Hcal isolation filter criteria have been modified in 21x so
that the criteria becomes looser with increasing ET (still the thresholds
needs to be tuned). In addition there are egamma paths designed for high
ET objects.

We should also prepare asymmetric double photon triggers.
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Back up slides
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Hybrid Super Clusters
The hybrid algorithm starts from crystal seeds (single crystals above a
threshold) and adds dominos along η of 3/5 crystals, moving to ± 10 crystals
along φ. Presently the hybrid algorithm is used for the barrel SC both for the
offline an for HLT.
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 Island Super Clusters
The island algorithm start from crystals seeds and builds clusters (Basic
clusters) along η and φ adding crystals of decreasing energy. With the same
procedure the Basic Clusters are then clustered into SC. Presently the Island
algorithm is used to build the SC in the endcaps. Island BC are also built in the
barrel and are used for Ecal isolation.
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Effect of BS variation and mis-alca
Changing the shift between the expected BS position and the actual one 

Δφ1 (mrad)  Δφ2 (mrad)     Δz2
15-25           ±1           ±0.05
15-25           ±5           ±0.05
15-25           ±2           ±0.05
15-25           ±3           ±0.05

86 %

Effect of misalignment:
(startup condition)
CMSSW_1_8_3 W→eν

Δφ1(mrad)     Δφ2 (mrad)   Δz2(cm)     eff PM (%)       
15-25            ±5              ±0.06            86.0
20-35            ±5              ±0.06            87.7
20-35            ±8              ±0.10            88.9
35-45            ±10            ±0.20            91.3

FastSim, single electron, with flat η
and pT (10 GeV-40 GeV) spectrum

Trigger th : ET > 15 GeV
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Loose isolation and larger PM windows

Type of ele       Δφ1 (mrad)     Δφ2 (mrad)     Δz2 (cm)
Standard             15-25            ±1                ±0.05
StartUp               15-25            ±5                ±0.06
Large                  30-45           ±10               ±0.20

(std electron was used
in the  trigger table for
L=1032 cm-2 s-1)

The following tables will be used for the 1_8_4 FastSim production and
for the iCSA08 data, and will be used to study the startup trigger on that
data, mimicking the procedure with real data.

Loose electron
isolation

Std electron
isolation

< 2.5< 2.5|η|
< 0.12< 0.06TK isol
< 6 GeV OR H/E < 0.1H < 3 GeV OR H/E < 0.05HCAL isol barrel
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http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=2&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=29383
Plots from the talk of C. Marchica at the egamma POG
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Table for L=2e30 cm-2 s-1

Note: the rates here reported for the non standard window sizes are
indicative and will be studied in details with the 18x and iCSA08
production. Some tuning will probably be needed.
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Table for L=2e31 cm-2 s-1


